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Let -+ be a binary relation (or rewriting rule) on a set Y, and denote by +* its 
reflexive-transitive closure. Recall that --+ is said to be noetherian if and only if there is 
no infinitely long sequences x1, x2, . . . in .IT such that xi~Xi+ 1 holds for every index i; 
+ is conjluent (locally confluent) if and only if for all x, y, z in X, x+*y and x+* z (x-y 
and .x-+z) imply that there exists X satisfying both y+*X and z+*.U. Finally, + is said 
to be complete whenever it is both confluent and noetherian. 
We are looking for criteria implying completeness. According to a tradition that 
goes back at least to [S], “the” natural way for proving noetherianity of + consists in 
constructing for the elements of 9” a notion of “degree” with values in N (or, more 
generally, in a well-order) in such a way that degree strictly decreuses along -+-paths. 
Once noetherianity is known, local confluence implies global one, providing the 
classical criterion described by the following proposition. 
*This work was supported in part by a CNRS grant PRC mathtmatiques et informatique. 
**The author has been informed after the first draft of this note was submitted that the criterion 
established here has already been stated (in a slightly different form) by Klop [7]. The present note therefore 
appears just to revise this result (161. where the proof appears, is not very easy to consult), and to quote an 
original application. 
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This scheme obviously fails when there exists a degree which strictly in~reu.se.s along 
--paths. Nevertheless. ;t simple criterion can still be used in this case to get complete- 
ness from (apparently) weaker assumptions. 
Noetherianity obviously implies the cxistcncc of terminal points. but the converse is 
false, even for a locally confluent relation: moreover. the existence of terminal points 
cannot guarantee that local conflucncy implies global one, as shown by the counter- 
example (Fig. I J of a (connected) locnily confluent relation which is neither confluent 
nor noetherian. although it possesses (two) terminal points. Note that the obstructions 
illustrated in this countcrexamplc disappear Lvhen an additional boundedness condi- 
tion is added. 
Proof. For .I. j’ in .?’ such that .\-+ *J, holds. Ict (j(.v_jq be the maximal length of 
a +-path from z to j’. Assume that (‘J is a terminal clcmcnt of (.f’, -). We prove 
inductively on tt 30 the followins statement: 
Assume .Y+*(v. ii(.v. (fJ)< II and .Y+*!Y then )'+*(!J holds. 
If s+*(u holds and Ci(.x, (r)) is 0. necessarily .\- is (f,: so .\-+*J. holds only for J~=S=CO, 
and II+*(u trivially holds. 
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Now assume the statement proved for n, and assume .x--+*w, 6(x, o)=n+ 1 and 
.x+*4’. There exists S such that x+X and .U +*o hold. If y is x, then ~-+*a is trivial. 
Otherwise, there exists j such that .u+j and j- *y hold. Since + is locally confluent, 
.x-r.< and x+J’imply X+*2 and j-+ *z for some z. Because 6(x, o) d 6(?c, w) + 1 holds, 
S&w) is at most n: so. the induction hypothesis proves z+*o, and by transitivity, 
j-+*o~. Therefore, 6(.x, tu)d S(F, w)+ 1 holds; so, applying again the induction hypo- 
thesis gives y-+ *(I). and the statement is proved for II + 1. Then let x be any element of 
2’. By our assumptions, there must exist some terminal element, say, o in the 
connected component of X: we prove that x +*Q holds. This clearly implies that + is 
confluent, since 2’+ *w will hold as well for every 4’ satisfying x+*4’. According to the 
property of a connected component, there exist elements x0, , xp in Y’, with x0 = s, 
.Yp=(I), .~Zi’*NZI+,, X2j+z~ *.xzi+ 1: an immediate descending induction using the 
result above for the odd values of i shows that .~i-‘*W holds for i=p, . ,O. Finally, 
assume that (.x~)~~ 1 is a sequence satisfying xi --si+ 1 for each i. There exists a terminal 
element tr) in the component of x, and, by the previous result, .xi+*o holds for every i. 
But this proves that the length of the sequence is at most 6(x, o), and, in particular, it 
must be finite. So + is a noetherian relation. 3 
The proposition immediately follows from the lemma since, if d is an “increasing 
degree” for -+. the length of any --path from .Y to 4‘ is bounded by A(y)- A(x). 
We now sketch an application of the preceding criterion in distributive algebra. Let 
X be any set, and let ,Y (C) be the set of all finite binary trees with leaves labelled by Z. 
We use (0, 1 ] * to address nodes in binary trees in the usual way. For Tin .Y(tl) and 
M’ in (0, 1) *, the subtree of T whose root has address vv is denoted by 7;, (if it exists, i.e. 
if M’ is short enough). 
A rewrite system on 5(C) is introduced as follows: say that S+ T holds if and only if 
there is some address w such that TX is S,, for every s is incomparable with u’ with 
respect to prefix ordering, and the following equalities hold: Two0 = T,w,IO =S+,O, 
T A01 - S,,.,,and T,,.I,=S:,,ll. Thus, S-t T means that T is obtained from S using one 
step of elementary distribution X(JZ) H (zv) (x), and it follows that two trees in r(C) 
represent the same element of the free left distributive magma (or clump) generated by 
Z if and only if they belong to the same class for the equivalence generated by +. 
Many questions about + and free clumps are still open, and some other ones have 
completely unexpected answers involving highly exotic set-theoretical hypotheses (see 
e.g. [I, 3,4]). For our present purpose, we note that + is locally confluent (easy 
though not obvious), even confluent (a rather difficult result), but certainly not 
noetherian: the distribution expansion may be endlessly iterated. Since there is no 
hope to prove a completeness result for +, a natural idea is to introduce some 
subsystems of the preceding ones which could be complete. The existence of such 
complete convenient approximations of + is one of the main open questions in the 
area. We shall just mention here the first step in the construction. The idea for 
avoiding obvious obstructions to noetherianity is to replace the unrestricted distribu- 
tion system + by a conditioncrl distribution. We consider trees in .Y(FV), so that 
a natural ordering on the labels is available. If T is a tree, and M’ an address which is 
short enough so that T:,. exists, we write var(T, w) for the rightmost label (or variable) 
in 7;,. Now introduce a refinement -+( of -+ as follows: we say that S+,T holds if 
and only if S+ T holds; moreover, the inequality var (S, w 0 ) < var(S, w 10) is true, where 
M’ is the (unique) address witnessing for S+ T. 
Example. Write S* T for the product of the trees S and T, i.e. the tree U such that S is 
CL0 and T is U, 1. Then we have 
1A(2A3)-t(1A2)A(l”3)~((lA2)“1)~((1A2)A3). 
lA(2*3)+,(lA2)A(1A3)+,((l “2)^1)^((1”2)^3), 
because, if S,. . . . . S3 are the trees above. we have 1 =var(S, .O) < 2=var(Sz, IO), but 
2=var(S,,O) # 1 =var(S?, 10). 
It is not hard to see that + ( must be locally confluent by making a review of the 
different cases witnessing for + being locally confluent. The key point now is that the 
existence of terminal points for + i is easily obtained as follows. First, we define for 
each tree S which is not in N (i.e. which is not reduced to a single point) two 
components left S and rightS so that left(SoAS,) (right(SoAS,)) is So (Sl) if S, is 
a point, and is SoAleft S, (S,^right S, )) otherwise. For instance, if S is 1^(2^(3^4)), 
IeftS is I ^(2^3). while rightS is 1 ^ (2”4). Then define inductively for each tree 
S a derived tree 8 so that CS is S if S is a point, and is aleft S”8right S otherwise. For 
instance, if S is as above, &S will be (( 1 ^ 2)^( 1 n 3))^(( 1 ^ 2)^( 1 ^ 4)). Then, if S is an 
increasing tree, i.e. if the labels in S increase from the left to the right, S- + *, aS holds, 
andaSis +, -terminal. This is proved by an easy induction, because, if S is increasing, 
so are left S and right S. It then suffices to prove that S+*,left S^right S holds, and that 
var@left S, A) # var(aright S. 0) (where A denotes the empty sequence). This last 
inequality follows from the explicit values var@leftS,A)=var(S, l”-‘O), 
var(arightS,O)=var(S. I”- ‘O), where n is the length of the rightmost branch in S. Now 
we note that + < (as well as more generally -) increases the size of the trees, so that 
all hypotheses of the criterion are verified. We, therefore, obtain the following 
proposition. 
Proposition. Assume thut S is an increasing tree; then the revvritr system constructed 
using + ( ,from S is complete, und, more precisely, TA *,SS holds jbr every T such thut 
S -+ *, T is true. 
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However, in the case above it would not have been very difficult to prove 
noetherianity by defining a convenient integer parameter which has to decrease along 
+ <-paths (this is left to the reader as a nontrivial exercise). But several other related 
systems for which termination is not obvious can be described. We shall not do it in 
this note, but the framework remains always the same: once local confluence is 
proved, and terminal elements are exhibited, the existence of an “increasing degree” 
(here the size&of the trees) is a sufficient, although a priori paradoxical, condition to get 
noetherianity (this situation seems somehow reminiscent of the fact that every artinian 
ring must be noetherian). 
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